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The articles published in Legal News
represent the views of the contributor and
are not necessarily the official views of the
Confederation of South Wales Law Societies,
Cardiff & District Law Society, or of the Editorial
Board. The magazine or members of the Editorial
Board are in no way liable for such opinions.
Whilst every care has been taken to ensure
that the contents of this issue are accurate, we
cannot be held responsible for any inaccuracies
or late changes. No article, advertisement or
graphic, in whole or in print, may be reproduced
without written permission of the publishers.

RESERVE YOUR PLACES NOW FOR THESE MEMBERS’ FORUMS
AND RECEIVE FREE CPD HOURS!
Cardiff & District Law Society is proud to invite members to its next two Forums,
which are expected to be very popular.
‘Current Issues and Challenges in Financial Remedy Cases’
– 1.5 CPD Hours
“A review of the current position and tribulations in relation to ancillary
relief in family law disputes”
Speaker: Stephen Roberts, Barrister, Queen Square Chambers
Date/Time: Tues 24 September 2013 at 6.00pm – Registration from 5.45pm
In conjunction with Queen Square Chambers Cymru
Venue: To be advised – Cardiff venue
Contact: Hollie Lloyd on 029 20 501750 or e-mail: hrl@qs-c.co.uk

‘All Change at the Employment Tribunal – Please Mind the Gap!’
– 1.5 CPD Hours
“A review of recent changes in Employment Tribunal practices and
procedures”
Speakers: Juliette Franklin and Rachel Harfield, Solicitors, Slater & Gordon
Date/Time: Wed 30 October 2013 at 6.00pm – Registration from 5.45pm
In conjunction with Slater & Gordon (UK) LLP
Venue: Slater & Gordon, Landore Court, 51 Charles Street, Cardiff, CF10 2GD
Contact: Jill Parker on 029 21 921828 or e-mail: jparker@slatergordon.co.uk

Forums are open to all members of Cardiff & District Law Society, irrespective of their expertise.
PLEASE SUPPORT THEM! IT’S THAT EASY! NOTHING TO PAY!
LEGAL NEWS
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT AUGUST 2013

It was with great pleasure that I accepted the kind
invitation of the Pontypridd and District Law Society
to attend their annual dinner on 28th June 2013.
The Dinner was held at the Park
Plaza Hotel which, of course, was
previously the site of the Planning
Department of the Mid Glamorgan
County Council. During my short
period as a Planning Lawyer with the
old Mid Glamorgan County Council,
I attended various meetings at this
venue. However this occasion was far
more pleasant. The Park Plaza is one
of Cardiff’s finest hotels and a worthy
venue for such an occasion. The
event was extremely well organised
and an enjoyable evening was had
by all members and guests of the
Pontypridd and District Law Society.

Legal Aid Funding for the excellent
services they have provided to their
Communities.
Regions such as Pontypridd and
Rhondda, the Rhymney Valley,
Aberdare and Merthyr have
traditionally been heavily dependent
upon Legal Aid Funding. One
wonders how many Firms who have
practiced in such areas over the
years will survive. Only time will tell.

Unfortunately the number of
attendees was lower than previous
years. This may well be a reflection
of the difficulties being experienced
by those in the profession who
have been heavily dependent upon

The top table guests at the
Dinner included HHJ Isabel Parry,
Designated Family Judge, together
with HHJ Helen Mifflin, Circuit Judge
at Pontypridd and HHJ Richard
Twomlow now sitting as a Circuit
Judge at Merthyr Crown Court. Also
in attendance were Mr Alun Lloyd
of Robertsons, who is a current
President of the Rhymney Valley Law

4
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Society together with District Judge
John Doel of the Pontypridd County
Court District, Judge Morgan Jenkins,
who sits at the Merthyr County Court
but who has recently been sitting
at Blackwood and Newport County
Court, and Michael Walters and
Trudy McBride of Cardiff & District
Law Society.
Most importantly we must not
forget the contribution made by Mr
Stuart George as President of the
Pontypridd and District Law Society
for this current year. This was a last
minute appointment acting up from
his substantive role as Secretary to
the Society. He is a Local Authority
Lawyer and his sterling efforts
including delivery of a most worthy
speech ensured that the dinner
“happened”. It is hoped that there
will be a Dinner at Caerphilly Castle,
that most prestigious and historic
venue, to be held by the Rhymney
Valley Law Society. Mr Alun Lloyd as
current President will preside and

we have a tentative date of 15th
November 2013. More information
will be available in due course.
Unfortunately many of the Law
Societies within the Confederation
are now inactive. Invitations have
been extended to the previous
members of the Bridgend and
District Law Society to join the
Confederation as members. In
these difficult times it is important
that we have a united voice and that
local and regional Law Societies
are supported by their members.
Whilst the Law Society has come
under criticism for not promoting
the interests of its members, there
is a general view that things have
improved since the disciplinary and
supervisory duties were allocated
to the SRA. It seems that the
Law Society is now free to lobby
members of Parliament and promote
more efficiently the interest of its
members. There can be no doubt
that there has been successful

>>
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lobbying in recent years of MP’s
and proceedings brought by way
of Judicial Review in order to stem
the tide of unfavourable legislation
and financial cutbacks affecting the
profession. It may well be a case of
“closing the stable door after the
horse has bolted” but if the Law
Society is to have any effective voice
at all it must be supported by its
members.
That representations can be
successful is evidenced by
concessions won from the
Government regarding its
Criminal Legal Aid Reforms. It has
been announced that a second
consultation on the proposals will
begin in September 2013 (Law
Society Gazette 08.07.2013). Well
done to all those who made their
views known.

occasion. The Confederation of
South Wales Law Societies Summer
Social Buffet and Disco held at the
Llandaff Rowing Club on 5th July
2013 did indeed prove to be a fun
night by the river. The weather was
good and the sun was shining. A cool
breeze wafted from the river and it
seems that most people enjoyed the
occasion. There was lots of dancing
and drinking and hopefully we can do
it again. We thank Watkins & Gunn
who now have an office at Llandaff
for sponsoring the event together
with Queen Square Chambers,
CPM 21 and Lextox Drug & Alcohol
Testing.

The heat wave continues and
produces a holiday spirit and
reminds me of a recent social

A further social occasion is planned
for 20th September 2013 at the
New House Hotel. This will be a
more formal occasion. It is the
annual celebratory dinner dance
of the Confederation and tickets
are now available for The Casino
Royale Night, a date for your diaries I
suggest – see page 19.
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The Confederation is also promoting
a CPD programme for the Autumn,
full details and application forms
for which are on Pages 12 & 13 of
this issue. The courses offer the
usual exceptionally good value at
accessible venues in the locality:
The Criminal Law Update and the
Civil Law Update are to be held
in the Chairman’s Board Room at
Cardiff City Stadium which may be
of interest to the football supporters
amongst you.
Finally it falls to me thank the Cardiff
and District Law Society for their
invitation to attend at their Council
meeting held 1st July 2013. as a
presentation was being made to Mr
Simon Mumford a well-respected
Criminal Practitioner who was well
known in the Cardiff area for many
years until he returned to his beloved
Narbeth in Pembroke several years
ago. Simon of course has been a
great supporter of the Cardiff and
District Law Society and has been a

Council member for many years. In
addition Simon is of course a past
President of the Confederation of
South Wales Law Societies, holding
the office for 6 years. He made
many noteworthy contributions to
Legal News and the Confederation
itself. He is not yet ready to retire
from Criminal practice despite the
undoubted difficulties which Criminal
Practitioners face. It is hoped that
we will continue to see him in the
Cardiff area and wish him well in
whatever he chooses to do in the
future. Also now that he is likely to
“have time on his hands” we look
forward to a contribution in Legal
News highlighting the most notable
moments of his long life in crime! n
Gaynor McCann Davies
President of the Confederation
g.davies@daviessullywilkins.co.uk
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CARDIFF AND
DISTRICT

PRESIDENT’S LETTER
SIMON CRADICK, PRESIDENT • SIMON.Cradick@morgan-cole.com

Well, here I am sitting at the laptop composing my
first “President’s Letter”, a few short weeks after
taking over from Anne-Louise.
When I took a call from the then
President Peter Davies a little over
two years ago, enquiring whether I
would accept an invitation to become
Junior Vice President of C&DLS, I was
told one of the more onerous duties
was composing the Letter for Legal
News. It didn’t sound too difficult
then, but time passes and here I am,
searching for something relevant to
say. The temptation is to dwell on the
brilliance of Andy Murray, whose win
over Djokovic a couple of hours ago
(as I write) was breathtaking. Or to
eulogise over the performance of the
Lions yesterday. Tempting, but not
really appropriate! Nor will I follow
the advice of a former nameless
President, which was to start by
drinking half a bottle of scotch...
Sporting success is a welcome
antidote to and relief from the
pressures of work, especially at a
time of great change in the legal
profession. As a profession, we face
major challenges in many areas
as a result of legislative changes
8
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and market forces. But my present
mood is too good to write about such
depressing topics! A later date maybe.
Peter’s invitation two years ago came
out of the blue, as I had had very
little to do with C&DLS during 30
years working as a Solicitor in Cardiff,
other than attending the annual
dinner. Consequently, I thought
long and hard before accepting the
honour. One of my main reasons for
doing so was a desire to meet other
lawyers practising in Cardiff. Over the
years, I have dealt less and less with
local lawyers as my personal practice
has become more national. In my
younger days, there was a lot of
contact with friends and colleagues
working in other firms and practising
in different disciplines, admittedly
mainly in hostelries like the Horse &
Groom and the Park Vaults followed
by Monty’s, all now long gone!
So it is with considerable pleasure
that I can announce that the Social
Committee of the Society is now
up and running again and full of
LEGAL NEWS

ideas, (though I am sure they would
appreciate any inspirational and
novel suggestions for events). In
order to kick the new term off, we
have the following events lined up:
• A day at the races – Chepstow
Races on Friday 6 September. Full
details will follow in due course but
mark the date in your diary now.
Contact Michael Walters to reserve
your place (michaelwalters1@
hotmail.co.uk)
• An evening of cocktail making - for
all Tom Cruise / Carrie Bradshaw
wannabes, a perfect opportunity to
shake up your week.
Future events being considered
include wine tasting, comedy
evening, eating in the dark and, for
those adrenalin junkies amongst us,
coasteering and gorge walking. Keep
an eye out for further details of these
events.
I have already attended a very
enjoyable evening at Summer
Buffet and Disco organised by the
Confederation of South Wales Law
Societies and held at Llandaff Rowing

Club. The weather was beautiful
and the river serene. Supping a cold
Pimm’s on the balcony while bathing
in the light of the setting sun was
a very pleasurable way to start the
evening. And a stark contrast to the
last time I attended a function at the
Rowing Club, which was my Wedding
party, 15 years earlier almost to the
day. Unlike the glorious weather this
time around, on that occasion it
poured with rain all day and no one
was brave enough to venture onto the
balcony! It was so wet I was taught
a little Italian for my speech which
I pass on for anyone unfortunate to
have the same problem. The Italians
have an expression “Sposa bagnata,
Sposa fortunate”, which literally
translated means “wet Bride, lucky
Bride”, (although my father’s take on
it was slightly different and doesn’t
bear repeating!). Happily, the Summer
Buffet and Disco remained fine and
dry and a good time was had by all.
Here’s to the next “social”! n
Simon Cradick
Simon.Cradick@morgan-cole.com

FEATURE

University of South Wales
Opens Specialist Advice Clinic
The University of South Wales has a long-standing commitment
to enhancing employability for its graduates. In order to further
increase students’ opportunities for real-world practical legal
experience, the University will be opening a the Legal and
Financial Advice Clinic based in dedicated premises at Atlantic
House on Tyndall Street, Cardiff. The Clinic is a free community
based face-to-face advice service staffed by trained Student
Clinic Volunteers working under the supervision of practising
solicitors and barristers.
How does the Legal Advice
Clinic work?
During term-time, October to April,
free public appointments are
available where Student Clinic
Volunteers interview and assess
clients, and where students assist
academics and solicitors to advise
clients in particular areas of law such
as housing and employment.

The Clinic will provide a valuable
community service and an excellent
training ground for Student Clinic
Volunteers, who develop transferable
skills to enhance their employability
and gain experience of how the law
actually impacts on the lives of real
people – ideal for those wanting to
become a solicitor. Clients won’t
always arrive at the Clinic with a

clearly identified legal problem and
Student Clinic Volunteers will learn
to assist clients in translating their
concerns into legally recognisable
categories and provide concise
explanations of legal concepts and
processes which can be entirely new
to people.
As well as initial and on-the-job
training and supervision, Student
Clinic Volunteers will be prepared
via training sessions organised by
Morgan Cole, solicitors.
Information for clients
The Clinic provides initial advice
and assistance in business
debt, consumer, discrimination,
employment, housing, and litigation

LEGAL NEWS

issues. If you are a client seeking
legal advice, please make an
appointment. The Clinic is an
appointment based service only.
Further information and
sponsorship inquiries
The University works closely
with a number of firms including
Clarks Legal, Morgan Cole, Civitas,
Eversheds, Hugh James, Capital Law
and many others.
If you are a representative of a legal
firm or a current or potential student,
and would like more information
about the Legal and Financial Advice
Clinic or would like to sponsor the
Clinic, please contact Richard Owen:
richard.owen@southwales.ac.uk. n
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PII FEATURE

CLIENT CONFLICTS
NAM QURESHI • AON UK LTD

Managing client conflicts can be one of the more sensitive aspects
of practice management, compounded by the non-prescriptive
nature of Chapter 3 in the 2011 Code. To reduce any negative
impact on your client relationships, it is important to identify and
respond to potential conflicts as early as possible in the matter
acceptance process.
If there is a conflict, or a significant risk of conflict
arising between two or more clients, Firms may
not act for all or both of them unless the matter
falls within the limited scope of exceptions set
out in the 2011 Code. When Firms are deciding
whether to act under these circumstances,
overriding consideration must be given to the
best interests of each client and whether the
benefits of acting for each client outweighs the
risks posed to each client. In any event, the
decision taken must meet the principles of the
new Code and ensure that all of the clients’
confidentiality is preserved as required by
Chapter 4 of the Code.
In determining if indeed a client conflict exists,
consideration should be given to whether the
clients’ interests are different, whether your
Firm’s ability to give independent advice to each
of the clients remains unfettered, if a need will
arise to negotiate between two or more clients,
whether there is an imbalance of negotiating
powers between each or any of the clients and, if
one or more of the clients are vulnerable.
The 2011 Code mandates that Firms must have
systems and controls in place for identifying
client conflicts, which are appropriate to the
Firm’s size, complexity and the nature of the
work that the Firm undertakes.

10
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The basis to a systematic means of checking for
client conflicts of interest should be a properly
constructed matter register. This means that
the matter register should be able to facilitate
searches that can match client surnames and
addresses so that, for example, the Firm can
identify if it is being asked to represent both
the husband and wife in a matrimonial matter
and if either the husband and wife have jointly
or singularly instructed the Firm previously. In
addition, the matter register should be able to
identify all files linked to a particular client to
identify the potential of a wider conflict existing.
Checking for client conflicts of interest should not
be confined to matter opening procedures. There
is a need to be aware of circumstances that
might arise whereby conflicts become apparent
during the course of a matter. For example, fee
earners should be alert to potential conflicts
being posed by new parties becoming involved
in a civil matter, or a conflict becoming apparent
between co-accused during the course of a
criminal defence matter.
There are exceptions cited in the 2011 Code to
the prohibition of Firms acting for clients where
conflicts exist, or where the potential for conflicts
might exist. Mandatory Outcome O (3.6) sets out
the issues Firms should consider where client
conflicts do, or potentially do, exist; where clients

have a substantially common interest in a matter
or a particular aspect of it. Mandatory Outcome
O (3.7) identifies what Firms must take into
consideration when deciding to act where there
is a client conflict and the clients are competing
for the same objective.
Where Firms are conflicted out from acting for
clients, they should have the means of directing
the client to alternative sources of advice and,
whenever possible, do so.
Clearly, for many Firms, establishing systems
that check for client conflicts at the outset
and during the course of matters is a complex
undertaking. To assist Firms in this regard, the
Aon Quality Assurance Risk Management service
offers precedent documents for download from
aonrm.com and modification to suit the needs
of the Firm, including a specimen office manual
that includes suggestions on how client conflict
procedures can be incorporated into a Firm’s
overall arrangements for risk management. n
Nam Qureshi,
Senior Client Manager and Lexcel Consultant,
Aon UK Limited
Telephone 0121 2533294
nam.qureshi@aon.co.uk
Aon UK Limited is authorised and regulated by
the Financial Conduct Authority.
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CPD SEMINARS

The Confederation of So

in association with The Law School, University of

Compliance - the essentials: what you need to know
(SRA, OFR, LAA, SQM, LEXCEL, CQS)
11th September 2013, 9.00am - 1.00pm | 3.5 CPD | University of S. Wales, Pontypridd
Members: £60.00 | Non Members: £80.00 (includes refreshments)
Introduced by Gaynor Davies, President, Confederation of South Wales Law Societies
Speakers:
• Wayne Williams, LLB MBA, cpm21
Topics:
• What is the role of the COLP and how does it overlap with the COFA’s role? – What are the priorities?
• Has Client Care changed? – what happened to Rule 2 and Rule 15 letters ? Costs – what do I need to say?
• Is Equality & Diversity that important and what are the additional requirements if I have a legal aid contract?
• Data Security – Do I have that covered for compliance? How do the requirements affect the management my paper files?
• Outsourcing – what do I need to do? Can I send my typing abroad?
• What about these Quality Standards? Which one should I choose and why?

Family Law Review
11th September 2013, 2.00pm - 5.00pm | 3 CPD | University of S. Wales, Pontypridd
Members: £60.00 | Non Members: £80.00 (includes refreshments and free parking)
Introduced by Frances Edwards, Jnr. Vice President Confederation South Wales Law Societies
Topics: 							
Speakers:
• Private law case – update					
• District Judge Morgan Jenkins, Blackwood County Court
• Using civil mediation techniques in family disputes		
• Ruth Henke, Barrister, Thirty Park Place
• Hair drug & alcohol testing – 					
• Steven Hancox, Barrister, Cathedral Chambers
determining parental substance misuse
			
• Jennifer Robinson, Barrister, Cathedral Chambers
• Recent developments and practical issues: 			
• Liam Feasy, BSc (Hons) LEXTOX
the judiciary perspective
• Care orders – supervision orders: ‘a new era’ - a potential impact for Local Authorities

Civil Law Update
18th September 2013, 9.15am-5.00pm | 6.5 CPD | Cardiff City Stadium, Leckwith, Cardiff
Members: £120.00 | Non Members: £160.00 (includes refreshments & Buffet lunch)
Introduced by Simon Cradick, President of Cardiff & District Law Society
Topics: 							
• Contributory Negligence					
• The future of Welsh civil law					
• Current Issues in Clinical Negligence				
• Civil Update, services and overview of the judiciary		
• A 6 Month post-Jackson health check & effective book keeping
• s69, Enterprise & Regulatory Act 2013, 				
Claiming Compensation for Injuries in the Workplace		
• Getting paid in the new regime: retainers, budgets, fixed fees,
proportionality & assessments 					
• “Equality & Diversity” – why is this now a priority issue and
what do I need to be doing?

12
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Speakers:
• His Honour Judge A. Seys-Llewellyn QC (DCJ)
• Mick Antoniw AM, Welsh Assembly for Wales
• Mark Harvey, Partner, Hugh James
• Wayne Williams, LLB MBA cpm21
• Cenric Clement-Evans, Senior Solicitor, Newlaw
• Simon Cradick, Partner, Morgan Cole
• Stephen Averill, Managing Director Phoenix Legal Services
• Anne-Louise Ferguson, Managing Solicitor/Assistant
Director, NWSSP Legal & Risk Services

CPD SEMINARS

outh Wales Law Societies

f South Wales (formerly University of Glamorgan)
Sponsored by:

Criminal Law Review
25th September 2013, 9.15am-5.00pm | 6.5 CPD
Cardiff City Stadium, Leckwith, Cardiff
Member: £120.00 | Non Members: £160.00 (includes buffet lunch and free parking)
Introduced by Roy Morgan, Solicitor Advocate of Morgans Select
Topics: 							
• Topical Issues							
• Transforming Legal Aid						
• Observations from the District Bench				
• Consolidation – what should I be doing now?			
• Criminal Law in the Crown Courts: judiciary overview		
• The LAA Crime Tender – where are we now?
		
PCT or “Staged” and “Managed”?				
• Pre-recorded cross examinations &
proposed televising of courts

Speakers:
• HHJ Judge Richard Twomlow, Merthyr Crown Court
• District Judge Richard Williams
• Roy Morgan, Solicitor Advocate, Morgans Select
• Trudy McBride, Consultant, Colin Jones Solicitors
• Tracey Lloyd-Nesling, Barrister, Thirty Park Place
• Catrin Evans, Head of Complex Casework Unit, CPS
• Wayne Williams, LLB MBA, cpm21

BOOKING FORM
Full Name: ………………………………………………………		

Firm: …………………………………………………………………

Tel: …………………………………………………………………		

Email (PLEASE PRINT) …………..…………………………………..

Address: ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...............
…………………………………………………………………....... 		

DX Number: ………………............................................

I/We should like to book:
........ places
........ places
........ places
........ places

Compliance - The Essentials 11th September 2013 Members £60/Non-members £80
Family Law Review 11th September 2013 Members £60/Non-members £80
Civil Law Update 18th September 2013 Members £120/Non-members £160
Criminal Law Review 25th September 2013 Members £120/Non-members £160

FREE LUNCH: If you attend both Compliance - the Essentials AND Family Law
at just £120 for members, £160 non-members
**PLEASE ENCLOSE PAYMENT AS BOOKINGS CANNOT BE ACCEPTED WITHOUT IT**
Find enclosed a cheque in the sum of £.................. made payable to:
The Confederation of South Wales Law Societies.
Return to: Michael Walters, 34 Ty Fry Gardens.
Cardiff, CF3 3NQ OR DX 33029 Cardiff

Sponsored by:

LEGAL NEWS
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HOW TO BE HAPPY
Are you happy in your work? With hundreds of
distressed and desperately unhappy lawyers
calling LawCare’s helpline each year, it’s easy for
us to assume that all lawyers are struggling with
stress, drinking to blot out the pain or being made
miserable by office bullies.

professions, and can tend to be
isolated. Middle-aged men who work
from home are at particular risk.
So spending time with supportive
family and friends, joining clubs
and groups, or simply chatting
to neighbours can make a big
difference.

Does legal practice make you
unhappy? Maybe it’s because of the
necessity of taking a pessimistic
view and pointing out to your client
everything that might possibly go
wrong with their house purchase.
Maybe it’s drafting wills for people
considering their own mortality.
Maybe it’s spending a lot of time with
people at the most distressing time
in their lives – when their marriages
are breaking down, or they’ve been
arrested. Whatever the reason,
surveys seem to show that lawyers
are less satisfied with their work
and their lives than the rest of the
population. In one US poll, seven out
of ten respondents said that they
would not be a lawyer if they could
start their lives over again.

The Lawyer magazine, in conjunction
with YouGov, asked over 2,000
lawyers what would make them
happier at work. 82 per cent of
Associates identified that flexible
working schemes were the best way
to keep them happy. And higher pay
doesn’t necessarily make for happier
employees either - a third of men and
45% of women said that they would
take a pay cut in return for a better
quality of life and better work/life
balance.

And the problems start right from the
beginning. In an Australian survey,
35.4% of law students reported
high distress or very high distress,
compared with 17.8% of medical
students and 13.3% of the general
population.
Of course, sometimes it’s natural
and normal to be unhappy. If
14
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you’ve suffered a bereavement, if
you’re dealing with chronic pain
or relationship difficulties, then no
amount of trying to force you to
smile is going to raise your mood.
If you’re under stress, then it is
also quite natural and normal to
be short-tempered and unhappy,
and the most important factor in
restoring your happiness is likely to
be dealing with the stress. However,
if your unhappiness and listlessness
seem to be lasting a long time or
are unrelated to a recent traumatic
event, see your GP in case this is a
symptom of clinical depression.
So these factors aside, how can
lawyers increase their happiness?
The Australian survey showed that
the two things essential for mental
wellbeing are personal autonomy
(the ability to make decisions for
yourself), and social connection
(having key people in your life,
primarily family and community
groups). Although many lawyers
have far more personal autonomy
than those in menial or entry-level
jobs, they can often score low on
social connection compared to other
LEGAL NEWS

A US survey, recently quoted by the
American Bar Association, showed
that men are 25 percent happier at
work than women, and 8 percent
happier at home. They are also 35
percent more likely than women to
take breaks “just to relax” and 25
percent more likely to take breaks
for personal activities. Women,
who often feel that the obligations
of housework and childcare fall
on them, are far less likely to
take breaks for themselves, and
this perhaps leads to their lower
happiness score.
The survey also reported that:

• Sixty-eight percent of happy people
take breaks during the work day,
compared to 41 percent of unhappy
people.
• Eighty-nine percent of happy
people leave work at a reasonable
hour, compared to 49 percent of
unhappy people.
• Ninety-three percent of happy
people take holidays, compared to
79 percent of unhappy people.
So how can you be happy? Ensure
you have personal autonomy and
good social connections. Make time
to take breaks, both at work and at
home. Leave work at a reasonable
time and take holidays. Don’t just
ignore it – identify and deal with
the causes of stress in your life.
Don’t drink too much (alcohol is
a depressant) and see your GP if
your unhappiness is lingering or
overwhelming.
And if that still does not work,
LawCare offers free and completely
confidential advice and support by
way of a 365 day a year helpline:
0800 279 6888.
9am to 7.30pm on weekdays
10am to 4pm at weekends and UK
public holidays
www.lawcare.org.uk n

Cardiff & District Law Society Invite you to

An Afternoon at Chepstow Races
Friday 6th September 2013

Executive coach travel leaving The National Museum of Wales at 1.00pm.
The Executive coach is sponsored by Cardiff & District Law Society, therefore travel costs are free!
Premier entrance tickets to the race meeting are reduced from £20 to just £15 each, which includes access
to the paddocks. There are 6 races during the afternoon, the last race runs at 5.30pm. Bars and food outlets
are all available. The coach will return to Cardiff at 6.30pm (subject to popularity).
Limited places, so book now.
Interested?
To reserve a place, contact Michael Walters, michaelwalters1@hotmail.co.uk
Then to confirm your booking (bookings not secured until payment received)
Send your cheque of £15pp to: M. Walters, 34. Ty Fry Gardens, Cardiff, CF3 3NQ
Please make your cheque payable to: Cardiff & District Law Society
An opportunity NOT to be missed.

UPDATES

CILEX SOUTH WALES BRANCH
This is a year of celebration for
CILEx with its 50th anniversary
celebrations well underway.
Many of the Branches around
the country are holding events to
celebrate, and this year’s President,
Nick Hanning has had a busy time
attending most, if not all of these
events. Our Vice President, Stephen
Gowland and Deputy Vice President
(yours truly) have supported the
President by attending these events
as often as possible.
Another cause for celebration this
year is that CILEx Chief Executive
Officer, Diane Burleigh, was awarded
an OBE in the Queen’s New Year’s
Honours list for her services not
just to CILEx but also to the legal
profession in general. Diane has
been the Chief Executive of CILEx
since 1998 and the progress made
by CILEx since then has been
incredible, with increasing the
rights of CILEx members, who can
become partners in law firms, apply
for judicial appointments and will
also be able to apply for Coroner’s
appointments.
A hot topic at the moment is
the provision of apprenticeships.
CILEx has been a key player in the
creation of national apprenticeships
in legal services, being central to
planning, development and awarding
apprenticeships across a number of
levels and with a number of partners.

assessment of work experience
completed, and reduces the required
Qualifying Employment period for
Fellowship from 5 years to 3. As it
also allows LPC/BPTC graduates to
use those qualifications to apply for
up to 43 weeks exemption, many
paralegals are choosing to qualify as
Chartered Legal Executives.
CILEx has also been developing a
new approach to CPD requirements
to an input and outcome focussed
system to make CPD more relevant
and beneficial to each members
individual needs.

Finally by the time you read this, I
will have been to Durham for the
Inauguration of our new President,
Stephen Gowland. This, of course,
means that I will move up the
presidential ladder as Vice President.
Exciting times!! n
Frances Edwards
fran@caswelljones.com

PIMM’S ON THE RIVER

The weather was glorious and ticket
sales reflected its popularity.

The event was sponsored by regular
supporters, cpm21, Queens Square
Chambers, Watkins & Gunn and a
new supporter in LEXTOX. We are
extremely grateful for their continued
support.

Pimm’s was enjoyed by all on arrival.

The Confederation is always pleased
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favour of Marie Curie Wales is to be
presented to the charity.
We are now all looking forward to
our next event being a more formal
occasion on 20th September 2013
at the New House, Thornhill Cardiff.
Kir Royale will welcome punters at
The New house, with the theme,
‘Casino Royale’ being adopted.
Tickets for this event are now
available from: Michael Walters,
e-mail michaelwalters1@hotmail.
co.uk OR 34, Ty Fry Gardens, Cardiff
DX33029 Cardiff n

On a lighter note, the CILEx South
Wales Branch has recently held its
AGM and now has a new Chairman
in Sally Fitzherbert. Sally is a
Chartered Legal Executive working
with Hopkins Law Ltd and specialises
in family law. Sally is keen to
promote the Branch and bring in new
members and contacts. The other
Branch members are myself and
Kevin McCarthy (who are both the
CILEx Council Members for Wales),
Emma Brown, John Davies and Anne
Broughton-Pettit and Lynne Squires,
the Regional Development Officer for
Wales.

CILEx has recently introduced a
new Qualifying Employment scheme
which is an outcomes-based

The Confederation held its first social
event this year at Llandaff Rowing
Club on Friday, 5th June.

to support worthy charities. This
event held at the Llandaff Rowing
Club was no exception. The Marie
Curie Hospice Wales, continues
to give great support to cancer
sufferers. The night held a ‘Cash
Draw’ which was won by Jayne
Thomas pictured with her husband
Clive of Watkins & Gunn one of the
nights sponsors. Jayne very kindly
confirmed her support and donated
her winnings to the Marie Curie
fund. The runners up prize was
won by Diane Jones who confirmed
she would help support the bar’s
takings!! A cheque for £265 in

LEGAL NEWS

SIMON MUMFORD
Cardiff and District Law Society
marked the retirement of Simon
Mumford after 30 years on Council
with a presentation at the 1st July
Council Meeting.
Simon became a Council Member
at the instigation of the late Sol
Joseph who, at that time, was the
only criminal lawyer on Council, the
overwhelming majority of the others
being conveyancers. Sol required
reinforcements as, even then, the
criminal lawyers were battling with
the vicissitudes of the Legal Aid
system - so very little changes!

was the Society’s Honorary Secretary
from 1987 to 1997 and also became
President in 2005. The Society has
benefited enormously from Simon’s
enthusiasm, drive and dedication
not only to the Society but to our
profession. As Secretary, Simon
ran an informal first-tier complaints
scheme singlehandedly and it was he
who was instrumental in appointing
the Society’s first paid administrator,
which has enabled the Society to
thrive without relying on the unpaid
services and increasing demands on
the time of the Secretary and other
officers.

In addition to serving on Council for
such a considerable time, Simon

Simon has only retired because he
is now living in Narberth and feels

UPDATES
unable to commit to playing as full
a role on Council as he would wish.
The engraved plaque which he was
presented with will, we hope, console
him on the first Monday of every
month when he will be missing the

Council Meeting; now that he has
to do less travelling, we expect the
asparagus trenches to thrive! n
Richard Fisher

Clive said: “The marathon was a
hard but really rewarding and special
experience that I will never forget.
With all my training in the pool - I
was hoping for rain on the day...
but instead London was bathed in
sunshine! It was a real challenge for
me to get around, but the fantastic
support from the spectators spurred
me on to finish.
“As a member of the Wooden
Spoon Wales committee, I see all
of the fantastic work that they do.
I’m delighted that I’ve doubled my
fundraising target and I hope to
continue to increase the amount as I
know how much of a difference it will
make to the charity.”
Clive sits on the Wales committee
of Wooden Spoon which has over
the last 10 years helped to fund a
variety of projects for disadvantaged
children across south Wales,
including sensory gardens, play
areas, hydrotherapy pool and
community rooms.

Dave Roberts, CBE Paralympic
gold medalist and supporter of the
Wooden Spoon charity, said: “Clive
has done a great job in raising a
considerable amount for the charity.
Completing the London Marathon
is certainly no mean feat and it was
a pleasure to present Clive with his
medal. It is through the efforts of
people like Clive that the charity can
continue to make a difference to
so many disadvantaged children in
South Wales.”
The Virgin London Marathon is one
of the great British sporting events,
combining elite athletics, mass
participation and record-breaking
fundraising in one race. The course
is a gruelling 26 miles 385 yards
long, passing through the streets
of London from Blackheath to the
famous finish line at The Mall.
Anyone wishing to sponsor
Clive can still do so via http://
uk.virginmoneygiving.com/
CliveThomas n

Two Simons: Presidents Past and Present

Barry lawyer raises £4,000 for charity
from Barry completed his first
marathon in five hours and 38
minutes raising money for Wooden
Spoon, a rugby based charity which
supports disadvantaged children
across the UK.
Clive, who doubled his fundraising
target of £2,000, is a keen rugby
player and member of Barry Rugby
Club Veterans.

Clive Thomas of Cardiff-based
Watkins & Gunn Solicitors has
raised over £4,000 for charity after
completing the London Marathon.
The 45-year old Managing Partner

In preparation for the gruelling 26
mile run, Clive lost three stone. Due
to injury he had to develop his own
unique training regime which involved
running in the pool at the Vale Hotel
and, at one point, running in a rooftop
pool in the tropical rain of Singapore!
LEGAL NEWS
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NEW LORD CHIEF JUSTICE THOMAS TO MAKE
KEYNOTE ADDRESS TO LEGAL WALES CONFERENCE
Keith Bush • Director • Legal Wales Foundation

should be made within the current
unified Wales and England model to
ensure that it reflects and recognises
this emerging legal identity.”

tremendously positive move in this
direction. The outgoing Lord Chief
Justice, Lord Judge, demonstrated
that he was fully in tune with, and
supportive of, the development of
“Legal Wales”. But there could be no
better person to carry the process
forward, from the judicial perspective,
than Sir John Thomas, who was,
during his period as Presiding Judge
of Wales, between 1998 and 2001,
one of its prime instigators.

Managing changes to legal
institutions, in a way that matches the
pace of Welsh constitutional change
generally, calls for leadership that is
both well-informed and sympathetic
to the process. The appointment, last
year, of Sir David Lloyd Jones to be
Chair of the Law Commission was a

The days when lawyers in Wales
could treat political devolution as an
irrelevance to their everyday work
are long gone. Their need for an
understanding of evolving Welsh law
and legal institutions increases all
the time. The annual Legal Wales
Conference is the best means of keeping

Recent months have seen ground-breaking Welsh
legislation on organ donation, a highly co-ordinated
and effective Welsh response to proposals to
slash the number of providers of criminal legal aid
services, and the establishment of a Welsh Advisory
Committee of the Law Commission.
These are just examples of an
accelerating move towards the
development of Welsh legislation
and legal institutions. As the
Assembly’s cross-party Constitutional
and Legislative Affairs Committee
has put it:
“We believe that a Welsh legal
identity is getting stronger,
regardless of whether a separate
jurisdiction is required or not. As
a result, we believe that changes
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abreast of these changes, as well as
providing a medium for discussing legal
developments which take effect at the
England and Wales Level.
This year’s Conference, at City Hall,
Cardiff on Friday 11 October, will be
the first opportunity for Lord Chief
Justice Thomas to set out his stall
as head of Wales’s judiciary. It will
also provide a forum for considering
aspects of the work of the Law
Commission, the Silk Commission,
the Justice Committee of the
House of Commons and the Welsh
Language Commissioner. There will
also be a fascinating insight into
the workings of the smallest UK
legal jurisdiction by Professor Brice
Dickson, the leading authority on the
Northern Ireland legal system. n

Sponsored by:
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CARELESS TWEETING COSTS...
Most readers of Legal News will be aware of the
McAlpine –v- Bercow case. But as judgment was
given too late to analysis to be included in the last
issue, it is worthwhile to take a look as the case and
what lessons it has for us.

the words “innocent face” would be
understood as being insincere and
ironical. The inference was that Lord
McAlpine was trending because
he matched the description of the
unnamed abuser.

In November 2012, Newsnight
carried a story about a man who
had been abused at the Bryn Estyn
care home. The report alleged that
one of the abusers was a leading
Conservative politician from the
Thatcher era. The judgment makes
it clear that this was a case of
mistaken identity – the abuser was
not the politician his victim had
thought him to be.

The second lesson is that simply
repeating what others have said is to
play with fire. Although the law allows
disputes to be reported without
sides being taken and provides some
protection for reporting allegations
in the public interest, these devices
are risky enough in the hands of
professional journalists with editors
and ready access to legal advice.
An untrained user attempting to
use them puts his wallet (if, happily,
not his life) on the line. To try to
do so within a 140 character limit
is to make one’s life even more
difficult. Careless talk may no longer
cost lives, but careless tweets cost
money.

Lord McAlpine was totally innocent.
Traditional media echoed the
Newsnight report about the
unnamed tory. But 2 days after the
Newsnight broadcast, Sally Bercow
made her ill-feted tweet, asking why
Lord McAlpine was trending (the
judgment doesn’t decide whether he
was, in fact, trending), followed by
the words “innocent face”.
The first lesson that the judgment
offers us is that the law of
defamation doesn’t approach the
meaning of words in the same way
as, say, lawyer might approach a
contract. Sally Bercow’s case was
that her words didn’t defame Lord
McAlpine. And whilst a contract
20
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lawyer might think that asking why
Lord McAlpine was trending was
harmless enough, the “ordinary
reader” (defamation’s less saintly
equivalent of the “reasonable man”)
is capable of a certain amount of
loose thinking and, whilst not avid
for scandal, reads between the lines
and sees implications rather than
engaging in a textual analysis of what
he reads. The first impression of
what a text means is often a valuable
guide.
In Sally Bercow’s case, her position
was complicated by the fact that
many of her followers would be
people interested in politics and
current affairs, and by the fact that
Lord McAlpine had been out of the
public eye for many years.
To ask why someone who had been
a well-known tory from the Thatcher
era, but who had lived quietly in Italy
for 10 years, was trending, at the
time when accusations of the highest
gravity were going around about an
unnamed tory from the Thatcher era,
may well have in itself been enough
to land Sally Bercow with a hefty bill.
But the Court went on to find that
LEGAL NEWS

This leads on to the third lesson;
that social media have massively
democratised the potential for
liability in defamation. There was a
time when publishing one’s thoughts
(beyond an oral rant) required some
effort. A letter or an article would
have to be sent to a newspaper
and make it past the editor and the
lawyers, a pamphlet would have
to be printed and distributed, a
sign painted and put up. The time
involved in these steps would allow

reflection on the thoughts proposed
to be shared, and if it didn’t, other,
perhaps wiser heads would often
be involved in the process. Social
media lack these safeguards. Give
a man an internet connection and
he can share his most spontaneous
speculations, brainless brainwaves
and baseless rumour with a large
number of people. This is why
lawyers in South Wales cannot
think of defamation as something
for London lawyers who work for
celebrities or the media. Our clients
are involved in disputes, disputes in
which they may engage over Twitter
or Facebook. We need to be able to
advise them.
The damages in McAlpine –v- Bercow
were agreed between the parties.
Had the Court had to determine
them, they would have been very
large indeed. It is hard to think of a
more grave accusation to make of a
person. Add to that the costs (both
Sally Bercow and Lord McAlpine
were represented by silks, despite
the case involving the application
of settled law to largely undisputed
facts), and the fourth lesson
becomes apparent: free speech can
be expensive speech. n
David Hughes
David Hughes practices in Civil,
Public and Employment Law at 30
Park Place, Cardiff. He is on twitter @
DghSpanishWelsh.”

Top School in Wales in The Sunday Times Parent Power

In its 25th year of educational
excellence, St John’s College is
celebrating twin accolades. The
Sunday Times Parent Power listed
the College as the leading school in
Wales, and it has achieved top A level
results for the 13th successive year. In
2012 Government ESTYN Inspectors
graded the school “Excellent”, even
awarding the coveted and rarely given
“Excellent” grade for Teaching. In
her Annual Report on education in
Wales, Her Majesty’s Chief Inspector
of Schools identified the reasons for
awarding “Excellent” for teaching
quality: ‘broad subject knowledge, the
particularly high expectations of pupils
and the rigorous level of challenge.’
The school has reached new heights
in music performance, and has
strengthened further its teaching force
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to expand opportunity in physical
education and sport. The College’s
facilities continue to improve with
the newly built Sixth Form Study
Centre. As the choir school to Cardiff
Metropolitan Cathedral, the choristers
provide outstanding music, while the
College’s recent drama performance of
the operetta Trial by Jury was a fitting
celebration of the school’s jubilee.
Beyond the classroom, pupils benefit
from extensive extracurricular
provision, including a wide range
of sporting activities and practices,
drama and performance, weekly
clubs and career activity days. A
host of weekly clubs includes Young
Engineers, Astronomy, Italian, Chinese,
Chess, a range of Book Clubs, Public
Speaking, Young Enterprise and
both Senior and Sixth Form Debating
Societies. Please contact Admissions
on 02920 778936 to organise a
preliminary visit to the school and to
meet the staff and experience this
unique ethos and atmosphere first
hand. n
www.stjohnscollegecardiff.com
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PENCIL US IN! Premier Legal Recruitment bursts into
Summer, meeting with Cardiff’s most Influential Law Firms
During 2013, Premier Legal Recruitment has been growing from strength to strength and albeit a
very different and in some aspects a challenging marketplace at the moment we are still attracting
the highest caliber or candidates and cementing solid relationships with some of the leading legal
firms in the South Wales area.
The continued support and endorsement from Cardiff and District Law Society and
Monmouthshire Law Society has seen the company reputation and status gather momentum and
we are looking forward to continuing this trend for the rest of year.
Despite the sweltering heat you will see Mary Rogers out and about in the South Wales area.
She will be meeting with some of the most forward thinking law firms in Cardiff, who are keen
to understand the added benefits they can receive from their membership with their local Law
Society and how we can help streamline recruitment processes.
The firms we have met so far understand that recruiting the wrong person can have detrimental
effects on their clients, can cost time, money and valuable resource. They want to have a process
in place that is efficient and fuss free and that ensures they get the most experienced and
accomplished people for the job. Sometimes a preferred supplier list or direct recruitment doesn’t
do the job and this is where Premier Legal Recruitment can make a difference.

The Benefits of Working with Premier Legal Recruitment
•

Quality. Candidates are handpicked specifically for the role.

•

Exclusivity & dedication. The candidate will be tailored to the position you have available.
We will dedicate our time to finding you the best people for the job.

•

Synergy. We aim to understand and work towards your values, goals and company vision.
We will work with you to create a seamless business relationship.

•

Efficiency. We use the most up to date recruitment tools to deliver our service within the
timescales you have. We understand the time constraints you have so aim to deliver in a
quick and efficient manner.

•

Value. We can offer preferential and very competitive rates to all members of the Cardiff
and District Law Society, Monmouthshire Law Society and the Confederation of South
Wales Law Societies to reflect a value added service.

Get in Touch, Book a meeting, we would like to discuss how we can help.
Premier Legal Recruitment :
Tel 02920 490204
mary@premierlegalrecruitment.com
www.premierlegalrecruitment.com
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